Tipi Accessory Details / Floor Cover Details / Tipi Ozan Details
Pitching Instructions - Complete tipi (teepee) pitching instructions with measurements for tipi (teepee) pole
placement, directions for lifting your cover and lots of practical tips and diagrams. Also includes helpful
information on wood stove installation and deck construction.
Manila Ropes - These are used to tie the poles together and secure your smoke flaps. Finished with a brass
fitting to prevent unraveling.
Lacing Pins - Hand peeled, willow lacing pins weave the lacing pin holes together up the front of the tipi
(teepee) holding the two sides securely together.
Hardwood Stakes - Made of oak for strength and longevity. Deck anchoring kits and steel stakes are available
at an extra cost.
Tipi Cover & Liner Storage Bags - Included with every tipi (teepee) cover and liner purchased.
Floor Cover Details
Fabric - Floor covers are made of 10 ounce tarp grade duck, flame resistant material. They feature a heavy
duty treatment, suitable for a ground cloth. Tan in color.
Save when you add a liner to a Tipi Value Package.
Fabrics - The liner is made of 13 ounce per square yard Sunforger, 100% cotton army duck, marine boatshrunk
fabric. It is water and mildew repellent and can be purchased with our without flame retardant treatment.
Sizes - A six foot liner is available for all tipi (teepee) sizes. A nine foot liner is available for tipis (teepees) larger
than 18'.
Panels - The liners are constructed in three overlapping sections which tie together. Very large tipis (teepees)
may have four panels. They are sized to fit snugly and provide a double inner door.
Ties and Rope - All ties are heavy weight and feature flat-felled vertical seams. Rope is provided for tying the
liner to the poles.
Tipi Ozan Details - An ozan works with the liner to keep your tipi (teepee) warm and dry.
Fabric - The ozan is constructed of flame resistant, 13 ounce per square yard Sunforger material. This 100%
cotton army duck, marine boatshrunk fabric is water and mildew repellent.
Standard Ozan - The ozan is an interior drop ceiling or inside rain cover that forms a canopy over the back
third of the tipi (teepee) behind the fire. It holds in heat and shelters the living area below.
Extended Ozan - Exclusively from Earthworks Tipis. An extended ozan reaches all the way to the front of the
tipi (teepee) on a pulley system. When you don't need the extension, roll it up and tie it off so it functions as a
standard ozan.
Ties and Ropes - All ties are heavy weight. Rope is provided for tying the ozan to the poles.

